
PondXpert Flowmaster
3500, 4500 & 5000

How to set up your PondXpert Flowmaster Pump



First step

If you look to the front of the 
pump you will notice a screw 
fit blanking plate. 

This inlet is to be used for 
cleaning and can be removed 
during this time whilst out of 
the water.

Within the box there will be the main pump unit and an assortment 
of attachments which we will go through in further detail.



Fountain requirements

There is the option to use the Flowmaster
with or without a fountain attachment.



Fountain required

Affix union nut to the top of the unit and turn clockwise to tighten



Fountain required

Attach the ‘T’ piece via 
the larger end push 
fitment to the union 
nut. 

This allows the main 
fountain attachment 
pipe  to be added. 



Fountain required

This locking nut 
needs to be 
placed over the 
‘T’ piece prior to 
the fountain 
attachment pole.



Fountain required

1) There should be two poles in the 
box with the pump, as shown above.

2) The two poles need to be 
pushed together as above.

3) The finished items should look 
as above.



Fountain requirement

The fountain attachment 
push fits via the larger 
end on to the t’ piece 
fitment.

The fountain attachments 
can be fitted to the top of 
the pole attachment.



No fountain attachment

The stepped hosetail can be attached along with the supplied ‘O’ ring to the top of the 
unit as shown. 

Once the hosetail has been attached this can be adjusted to fit your chosen hose width.



Extra fitments

The extra fitment shown above is to 
allow the attachment of lights to the 
pond pump; lights are sold 
separately.

The fitment slides over the 
fountain attachment as shown 
above and the lights will clip on if 
required.

The lights 
required are the 
PondXpert 
Sublight 20. 
These are 
provided with 
interchangeable 
coloured lenses.


